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Introduction 

 

Frozen soil’s mechanical behavior is characterized by 

interactions between solid grains, ice and unfrozen water. It 

is strongly affected by temperature and ice content, 

indicating pronounced differences between frozen and 

unfrozen soils. Rate-sensitive behavior of frozen soil is 

expected, given the highly rate-dependent behavior of ice. 

The consequence is reflected in the peculiar features seen in 

frozen soil’s strength and deformation characteristics under 

transient temperature and load. To capture these features, an 

elasto-viscoplastic (EVP) constitutive model for estimating 

temperature- and rate-dependent behavior of water-saturated 

clays is presented that is applicable continuously to both 

frozen and unfrozen states. This model adopts the p’ : q 

stress space with a Critical State Line (CSL) that moves with 

temperature and strain rate while converging to a unique 

unfrozen CSL, thus it is seamlessly continuous to a 

conventional critical state model in unfrozen state. This 

model is based on an isotach/over-stress approach with the 

cryogenic suction as additional state variable, and is 

potentially capable of describing varying-load and varying-

temperature creep behaviors. The EVP model is validated 

against an unfrozen constant rate of strain (CRS) 

consolidation test, a systematic program of undrained triaxial 

compression test on unfrozen-frozen clay, and a series of 

creep tests with stepwise stress and temperature increase on 

frozen clay. This model is capable of describing the strain 

rate- and temperature-dependent behavior as well as the 

effect of confining pressure on strength behavior of 

unfrozen-frozen clay fairly well. This model can output the 

two stages of creep process (i.e. the primary and secondary) 

under stress and temperature variations. While the creep 

strain-rate-time fitting results are not fully successful and the 

tertiary creep could not be reproduced. 

 

Objectives 

 

The aim of this research is to improve the knowledge of 

using a EVP model for unfrozen-frozen clay, i.e. a model that 

is able to mimic soil temperature- and rate-dependent stress-

strain behavior, as well as creep behavior under different 

conditions. In particular: 

(1) Based on available formulations and theories, to establish 

an EVP model for unfrozen clay; 

(2) To establish a link between the behavior of unfrozen and 

frozen clay via common stress/state variables, hence 

updating the unfrozen soil model into a unified 

unfrozen-frozen EVP constitutive model; 

(3) To validate the above models against laboratory test data. 

Methodology 

 

The model framework for unfrozen soil is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Presentation of model framework in terms of: (a) N-

ε̇p
vp

 relationship; (b) v-logp′ lines; (c) yield surface of 

unfrozen clay. 

Watabe’s equation shown in Figure 1(a) is used for isotach 

modelling. If it is combined with the equation of the normal 

compression line (NCL), the location of the NCL also becomes 

dependent on the current viscoplastic strain rate. If the NCLs and 

the unloading-reloading lines (URLs) are projected in p′   q 

plane using the modified cam clay (MCC) yield surfaces, the 

viscoplastic strain rates can be calculated based on the associated 

flow law. For detail, see the thesis. 

 

Following Nishimura and Wang (2019), the Critical State Line 

(CSL) is assumed to be common to frozen and unfrozen state 

when the soil skeletal behavior is described by the effective 

stress. This approach lies in the effective stress concept presented 

by Ladanyi and Morel (1990). It is the postulate that the soil 

skeleton of either frozen soil or unfrozen soil will undergo the 

same effective stress path when subjected to a given volumetric 

strain path. In other words, the effective stress p′ to be derived 

after freezing process, will be the same as that of unfrozen 

specimen unloaded to a same volume, as the strain histories are 

common to undrained freezing and isotropic unloading. The 

stress path and CSL based on this approach are drawn roughly in 

v-log p′ space as shown in Figure 2. 

 



 
Figure 2 Mapping effective stress path in frozen state based 

on common strain path in soils following swelling or 

undrained freezing, and undrained shear. 

Based on the experimental results from such tests by Wang 

et al. (2017) that will be mentioned again and illustrated later 

in parameter determination, a family of CSLs for different 

sc values is expressed by the following equations: 

    {

qcs = qf + Mfpcs
′

qf = aqsc[1 + exp(c3)(ε̇q
vp

)c4]

Mf = M + aMsc

            (1) 

where aq  and aM  are constants related to the location of 

the CSLs in frozen state, and c3  and c4  are constants 

related to the strain rate effect on the strength of pore ice. In 

this approach, the subscript cs refers to the Critical State. qcs 

represents the ultimate q controlled by soil skeleton, pore 

ice and the interactions between them, and has an intercept 

value qf  at p′ 00, similar to ice strength. Referring to the 

experimental results on frozen clay, the slope Mf  and the 

intercept qf of the CSLs were assumed to increase linearly 

with a increase in suction sc.  

 

An elliptic yield surface at freezing temperature that is 

consistent with the idea so far is drawn in Figure 3. By 

connecting the left focus of the yield surface and the yield 

surface crown, Mf,sec (i.e. the secant M) is defined as: 

 
Figure 3 Current yield surface of frozen clay in stress space. 

          Mf,sec = (qf +
Mfpcs

′

2
)

pcs
′

2
⁄                (2) 

By using Mf,sec, the equation for the frozen MCC yield surface 

can be simplified. However, note that in frozen state, when p’ 
reaches zero (i.e. means soil particles are floating in the ice), 

there should be an intercept value, marking the origin of the dry 

side (the left hemisphere) of the yield surface and indicates the 

strength of pore ice. In order to ensure the continuity of the wet 

side (the right hemisphere) and the dry side of the whole yield 

surface while making it convenient for calculation and coding, 

the equation for the yield surface is deduced as: 

f = g = q2 + Mfsec
2 [(p′ − pcs

′ )2 − (p0
′ − pcs

′ )2] (3) 

The temperature effect on CSLs and the corresponding yield 

surfaces are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Expanding yield surface with temperature decrease. 

By combining the equations so far, p′ at the Critical State and 

the Critical State Strength qcs are expressed as: 

                 qcs = qf + Mf ∙ pcs
′             (4) 

Note that Eq.2 and Eq.4 need to be simultaneously solved to 

obtain Mf,sec when s ≠ 0: 

                Mf,sec = qcs/(p0
′ − pcs

′ )           (5) 

Apart from the strength characteristics, shear stiffness is another 

important feature of frozen soil that deserves studying to explore 

the small strain behavior of frozen soil. The observed stiffness of 

frozen soil is a consequence of interactions between soil skeleton 

and water in liquid and solid phases. Wang et al., (2019), for 

example, modelled the shear stiffness of frozen soil as a multi 

phase system, considering shear resistance from each phase. 

However, in this study at the moment, their experimental results 

can be very much simplified into the following expression: 

                    Gf = G + βsc                (6) 

where Gf is the frozen shear stiffness, G is the unfrozen shear 

stiffness, and β is a nondimensional coefficient. 

 

The unfrozen frozen EVP model requires 12 parameters in total, 

among which 7 parameters are used for unfrozen clay as 

mentioned before, and additional 5 parameters are required for 

frozen clay (c3, c4, αq, αM, β). Two van Genuchten parameters,  

 

 



m  and P  are also used for liquid water flow in THM 

coupled analysis, and not uniquely needed for this particular 

model. For detail, see the thesis. Figure 5 shows the complete 

yield surfaces of the model in p′ − q − sc  space. When 

unfrozen (i.e. sc00), the model reduces to an conventional 

Modified Cam Clay. As temperatures fall below the freezing 

point, sc increases and the yield surface cross section in the 

p′ − q plane expands, giving the soil higher strength while 

the yield stress keeps constant, since the temperature 

dependency on volumetric behavior of frozen soil is not 

taken into consideration in this study.  

 
Figure 5 Three dimensional view of yield surface of the 

constitutive model for frozen soils. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

The conventional triaxial compression tests done by Wang et 

al., (2017) on unfrozen Kasaoka clay which provided a 

reference for analysis of frozen behavior are used to validate 

this model. The specimen with pre consolidated pressure of 

400kPa were sheared at three different strain rates (i.e. 

0.1%/, 0.01%/ and 0.001%/min). Figure 6(a) and (b) conveys 

that this model is also capable of reasonably describing the 

strain rate effect for normally consolidated (NC) specimens. 

 
(a) 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 6 Comparison between the measured and predicted 

results for NC unfrozen specimens (pc
′ 0400kPa) at different 

axial train rates. (a) Effective stress paths; (b) Stress strain 

relationships. 

For the purpose of demonstrating that this newly developed EVP 

can simulate the mechanical behaviors of clay in a continuous 

way, Wang et al.’s (2017) parallel undrained triaxial tests on 

unfrozen and frozen Kasaoka clays at different temperatures and 

strain rates were firstly simulated. The specimens consolidated to 

400kPa were tested at three freezing temperatures ( 2,  5 and  10 
oC) at the strain rate of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001%/min. The comparative 

results in terms of stress strain curves, in which simulation 

results exhibited both strain softening and ductile behaviors of 

frozen soil while responding to different strain rate, are shown in 

Figure 7, which takes frozen clay at  10 oC as an example. 

 
Figure 7 Stress strain relationship for frozen specimens against 

different strain rates at  10oC. 

A systematic series of undrained triaxial creep tests subjected to 

stepwise temperature increases under different constant stress 

levels were conducted in Soil Mechanics Laboratory in 

Hokkaido University. Variations of creep strain with time were 

observed. The samples were initially isotropically consolidated 

to an effective stress of 400kPa within 2 days, also waiting for 

the volumetric strain rate to reach smaller than 10 7/s in order to 

eliminate the impact of secondary consolidation. And then the  
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samples were frozen to  10oC in one day before loaded with 

a strain rate of 0.1%/min to a target deviator stress equal to 

around 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5MPa respectively, and 

subsequently prevented from undergoing any volumetric 

deformation while the applied deviator stress was kept 

constant. The comparative results are shown in Figure 8. 

This EVP model could describe the increase of creep strain 

due to temperature changes to some degree, although the 

creep strain development could not be reproduced very well 

quantitively especially for near failure, in which the behavior 

of frozen soil gets extremely sensitive to temperature and 

stress, and perfect experiment simulation agreement is 

difficult to attain. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 8 Evolution of creep strain of frozen clay with stepwise 

temperature increases at different stress levels: q01.0, 1.5, 2.0 

and 2.5kPa. 

Conclusion 
 

The proposed EVP model reproduces consecutively well both of 

strain rate and temperature effects on unfrozen frozen Kasaoka 

clay with a very minimum set of parameters. Although the creep 

behavior of frozen Kasaoka clay could not be well followed 

temporarily, this EVP model could reproduce the creep strain 

increase due to stress increase or temperature increase to some 

extent, however, the three types of creep curve: primary, 

secondary and tertiary creep, could not be modelled in a unified 

way. 
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